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Varieties in the Battle of Lexington
Vignette on $20 National Bank Notes

and Hidden Stars on Series 1882 810 and 820 Notes
Introduction

The manufacture of the $10 and $20 Original, 1875, and 1882 series national bank note plates are
inseparable. All were made from engravings first produced for the Original Series by the American Bank
Note Company in 1863.

The printing of national bank notes began to be turned over to the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing in 1875. The Series of 1875 was introduced to distinguish the Bureau notes. As a result, BEP per-
sonnel began to alter the then current Original Series plates into Series of 1875 plates, and to make new
Series of 1875 plates. Eventually, Bureau personnel produced the Series of 1882 as well.

The left vignette on the $20s was the Battle of Lexington, the first battle of the American
Revolution. Three varieties of the engraving occur on the Original, 1875, and 1882 series notes. The pri-
mary diagnostic feature used to distinguish between them is the presence or absence of the number 75
above the right foot of the wounded man; and, if the 75 is there, the boldness of the image. The 75 repre-
sents the last two digits of 1775, a date that appears on the painting from which the vignette was copied.

The third Battle of Lexington variety was used exclusively on $20 Series of 1882 plates which were
duplicated from a full face master die that was corn-

	 pleted in 1900. That die, BEP 2681, became the com-
panion to full face $10 master die 2988, also complet-THE PAPER COLUMN ed in 1900. Hidden stars were engraved in the bor-
ders of both to distinguish plates made from them.
The first 10-10-10-20 plate made from the new mas-

   ters appeared in April, 1900.
Battle of Lexington Varieties

The three varieties of the Battle of Lexington that were
used on the $20 national bank notes were alterations from an
engraving that Hessler (1993) attributes to Joseph I. Pease of the
American Bank Note Company. Pease's engraving was based on
a painting by Felix 0. C. Darley. The die was assigned number
ABNC 1963, and a print from it is shown here as Figure 1.

Die 1963 was not used directly to make the $20
vignettes. Rather it was reproduced on two intermediate dies in
1863, and those were modified. Modifications included: (1)
adding the $20 counter to the top of the vignette, and (2) reen-
graving the upper part of the tree and branch surrounding the
counter. The branch was extended to the right sufficiently to
overlie the hat of the rifleman.

The modifications on the two intermediates were the
work of different engravers. The result is that details in the $20
counter, and the tree and branch, differ between them. The diag-
nostic 75 was all but removed on one, but left exactly as found on
ABNC die 1963 on the other. These two dies are herein called
dies A and B, and they respectively produced varieties 1 and 2 on
notes.

The complete image from die A was transferred by
Bureau of Engraving personnel to their full face $20 Series of
1882 master die 2681. The only difference between die A and the
new transfer was that the diagnostic 75 was boldly reengraved
onto the master. This change produced the variety 3 vignettes
found on notes.

by Peter Huntoon

Figure 1. The Battle of Lexington, a proof from
American Bank Note Company die 1963. Compare
the date 1775 (lower left corner) with the altered
renderings used on the various $20 national bank
notes shown on Figure 2. Also notice that the tree
and branch surrounding the $20 counter was modi-
fied, and the branch was extended to the right so it
is above the rifleman's hat on the notes. Usually
the line of British riflemen and their commander on
the horse were weakly to poorly rolled in on the
production plates.
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Figure 2. Battle of Lexington varieties: variety 1 with no 75 on the left, variety 2 with light 75 at center, variety 3 with bold 75 on the
right. Ovals show where to look for diagnostic features. Arrow points to the white spot in the shading behind the 2 which is pronounced
on variety 2. Varieties 1 and 3 are identical except for the 75.

Figure 2 illustrates the three varieties.

Dies, Rolls and Plates
It is necessary to describe how plates were made in order to fully understand how the $20 varieties

came about and were used. Two different processes were used to make the $10 and higher denomination
national bank note plates.

Figure 3. Occasional misalignments occurred when the $20 plates were built piece-
meal using multiple transfers. Top: Series of 1882 from The Mercantile National
Bank of Louisiana, Missouri (3111), where the corner was poorly joined. Bottom:
Series of 1875 from The Lime Rock National Bank of Rockland, Maine (2097),
where the right border is skewed to the right. Notice that the 2 in the 20 on the
lower border, which should be covered, appears to have slid out from under the
right border. Also, the vignette was rolled onto the lower border.

Prior to 1900, the images on the
plates were constructed piecemeal from
numerous component parts.
Specifically, various parts of the bor-
ders, corners, vignettes, lettering, bank
note company or Bureau imprints, etc.,
were laid in separately to build the
whole. The work progressed from the
upper left corner to the lower right on
the notes. Consequently any slop usu-
ally, but not always, showed up in the
lower left corner. See Figure 3.

In 1900, $10 and $20 Series of
1882 full face master dies 2988 and
2861 were completed. Each contained
all the common elements for their
respective denominations. Rolls made
from them were then used to lay in all
the common elements on the production
plates in one pass, thus greatly expedit-
ing the plate making process. The bank
specific elements were then added in
parts.

In either scenario, the various
design elements were laid into the
plates using the roll transfer process.
That process starts with a die. A design
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Figure 5. Full face Series of 1882 $20 master die 2681 completed in March 1900, with hidden star and
cutouts for the charter numbers. Notice that it utilizes a variety 3 Battle of Lexington vignette.
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element, such as a corner or vignette, was engraved on a flat steel die. The image was intaglio meaning
that the design was cut into the surface of the die, so that the grooves would hold the ink on the finished
product. The die was hardened by heating it, and quenching it in cold brine.

Next, a soft steel roll was rocked back and forth under tremendous pressure over the die using a
machine called a transfer press. The soft steel on the surface of the roll flowed into the grooves on the die,
so that the image was perfectly picked up in reverse on the surface of the roll. What were incised lines on
the die now appeared in relief on the surface of the roll. The roll was hardened by heating and quenching.

The hardened roll could then be used in a transfer press to lay in the image onto as many plates as
desired. This process was called a transfer -- a perfect transfer of the image from the die to the plate. The
skilled craftsman who operated the transfer press was known in the engraving trade as a siderographer.

In the case of the Battle of Lexington, rolls were made from intermediate dies A and B. Those rolls
were used to lay in the vignette and counter as one transfer onto production plates made by the piecemeal
transfer method.

The idea of transferring all the common elements from single full face master dies was a radical
departure from the piecemeal transfers used prior to 1900 for the $10 and higher denominations. The mas-
ter dies were built using the same transfer process that previously was used to make plates. Once all nec-
essary transfers were laid into the master die, touch ups were rendered by an engraver to merge the ele-
ments.

Intermediate die, A with its variety 1 vignette, was used as
the source for the Lexington vignette on $20 full face BEP master die
2681. After the image had been transferred, an engraver reengraved
the bold 75 onto it to create variety 3. Consequently, varieties 1 and
3 are identical except for the presence of the bold 75 on 3.

The Bureau engravers added a tiny hidden star in the bor-
ders of both the $10 and $20 full face master dies to distinguish
plates made from them. See Figures 4 and 5. Rolls made from the
two dies were used to make all Series of 1882 plates involving $10
and $20 subjects beginning in April 1900.

Figure 4. Locations of the hidden stars on
Series of 1882 plates certified on or after
April 16, 1900.

The idea of using
full face masters was
not a new concept.
The Original Series
$5s already employed
them. Both the
American Bank Note
Company and Bureau
of Engraving and
Printing had pre-
pared full face $10
and $20 dies prior to
1900. They just did-
n't use them to make
plates.

The first were
Original Series $10
and $20 masters pre-

pared about 1863, respectively ABNC 1925 and 1940. They had Chittenden-Spinner signatures, and par-
tial bank titles. The $20 had a variety 2 vignette from die B.

BEP personnel completed a full face $20 Series of 1882 master on August 5, 1884, which was num-
bered BEP 392. A variety 1 Lexington vignette was laid in on it from die A. Oddly, cutouts were made only
for the two charter numbers along the top border, and the American Bank Note Company imprint was left
in the lower border. A few rolls were lifted from it, but there is no evidence that they were ever used to lay
in full face images on production plates. Rather, the plates continued to be made piecemeal until 1900, fol-
lowing the tradition at the American Bank Note Company.

Similarly, a full face Series of 1882 $10 die was started at the Bureau in 1896. concurrent with $20
2681. This one was numbered BEP 2653, but something was wrong with it, so it was never used. It was
replaced by BEP 2988, which was begun in 1899.
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Battle of Lexington Varieties
The three versions of the Lexington vignette appearing on ABNC dies A and B, and BEP master

2861, are readily distinguishable, and are respectively called varieties 1, 2 and 3.
Variety 1 - No 75

Diagnostic Features:
The 75 is missing above the right foot of the wounded man. Slight vestiges of the lower parts of the

numerals remain, revealing that they were deliberately removed. The branch to the left of the 20 at the
top of the vignette turns down like a bent elbow and appears to pass under the 2. A small but very distinct
branch appears among the upper leaves to the right of the 0. There is a faint white spot inside the shad-
ow in the upper part of the 2 in the counter. Variety 1 plates do not carry hidden stars.

Use:
• all Original Series plates,
• preserved on most Original Series plates when they were altered into Series of 1875 plates,
• Series of 1882 plates made between January 1884 and April 1900,
• variety 1 vignettes were reentered at least as late as 1893, over worn variety 2s on some Series

of 1875 plates made after 1875, and on some Series of 1882 plates made before January 1884.
Details:
Die A, containing the variety 1 Lexington image, was made at the American Bank Note Company,

and dates from 1863. It was used to lay in the vignette on all the $20 Original Series plates. They were
made using the piecemeal process. Die A, and/or rolls made from it, were turned over to the Bureau in
1875, but not used at the Bureau until 1884. Rolls made from it were used to lay in the Lexington vignette
on piecemeal Series of 1882 plates from January 1884, until full face BEP die 2681 was completed in 1900.

Variety 2 - Light 75
Diagnostic Features:
The 75 is lightly, but fully, engraved above the right foot of the wounded man. The branch to the

left of 20 at the top of the vignette appears to be broken off with a down turned, blunt end before reaching
the 2. No branch is visible in the leaves to the right of the 0. There is a bold white spot inside the shadow
in the upper part of the 2 in the counter. Variety 2 plates do not carry hidden stars.

Use:
all new Series of 1875 plates made between 1875 and the end of the series in 1902,
all Series of 1882 plates made between 1882 and January 1884,
variety 2 vignettes were occasionally reentered over worn variety 1 vignettes during the alter-
ation of Original Series plates into Series of 1875 plates, or, sometimes, the variety 2 vignettes
were reentered over variety is later as the old vignettes became worn.

Details:
Die B, with its variety 2 vignette, was made at the American Bank Note Company during the 1863

period to make $20 full face Original Series master ABNC die 1940. The master was never used. Instead,
the Original Series plates were made piecemeal using die A, so die B was left unused. Die B and/or rolls
made from it were transferred to the Bureau of Engraving and Printing in 1875, and used to make all the
Series of 1875 plates, and the first of the Series of 1882 plates. Those plates were made piecemeal.

The last use of a variety 2 vignette on a Series of 1882 plate for a new bank occurred on the 10-10-
10-20 for The Calumet National Bank of South Chicago, Illinois (#3102), certified January 18, 1884. The
Farmers National Bank of Kittanning, Pennsylvania (#3104), followed with a variety 1 vignette, certified
January 23rd.

Variety 3 - Bold 75
Diagnostic Features:
The 75 is boldly engraved above the right foot of the wounded man. The branches surrounding the

20, and the spot in the 2, are identical to variety 1. A hidden star appears within the border design below
the 20 in the upper right corner on every variety 3 plate.

Use:
• all Series of 1882 plates made from April 1900 to the end of the series in 1922.
• The American Allegory 35th year Bay State Coin Show, Boston, Massachusetts, souvenir card of

April 1997.
Details:
Full face $20 Series of 1882 master die 2681 was begun May 22, 1896, and completed April 2, 1900.

Work on it continued intermittently in 1896, 1897 and 1900, as various engravers touched up the design.
Please turn to page 226
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The Paper Column: Battle of Lexington vignette continued
Continued from nage 176 

Cutouts were left in the borders for the six charter numbers, and the Bureau imprint was placed in the
lower border. Nothing except for "Will pay Twenty Dollars to Bearer on demand" appeared in the space
reserved for the title block.

A variety 1 Battle of Lexington vignette was laid into die 2681, and modified into a variety 3 by the
addition of the bold 75 in the lower left corner.

Full face $10 BEP 2988 was begun January 30, 1899, and completed March 30, 1900. It was pre-
pared as a companion to $20 die 2681, and replaced failed die 2653. Like its $20 companion, it had the
Bureau imprint in the lower border, and cutouts for the charter numbers in the borders.

The hidden stars were engraved on both 2681 and 2988, and the dies were hardened within a day
of each other, the $10 on April 4, and the $20 on April 5, 1900. Rolls began to be produced from them imme-
diately.

The earliest known proof from the new dies is a 10-10-10-20 for The Oystermen's National Bank of
Sayville, New York (#5186), certified April 16, 1900. The last 10-10-10-20 plate with a variety 1 vignette
(no 75) was certified April 18, 1900, for The First National Bank of Dyersburg, Tennessee (#5263). The
changeover was abrupt in time.

Rolls made from the two masters were used to produce all the 10-10-10-20 Series of 1882 plates
from mid-April 1900 forward, and all the 10-10-10-10 plates made after 1906, when that combination
became available.

Incomplete Transfers
The quality of transfers varied. In many cases, especially on the early plates, the vignettes were

not rolled in sufficiently to touch the left and right borders, thus leaving white gaps. Also there is quite a
bit of variation in how far the vignettes extended inward toward the title blocks.

There are two parts of the Battle of Lexington vignettes where incomplete transfers are obvious.
The completeness of the leaves to the right of the 20 is highly variable from note to note, giving the false
impression that one is dealing with different engravings. A British commander with raised sword direct-
ing return fire from a line of British riflemen occurs on the right side of a full transfer of the Battle of
Lexington vignette. This part of the vignette is unidentifiable on too many notes.

Reentered Vignettes
Worn plates often were rejuvenated by reentering design elements from rolls. When full face mas-

ter dies became available, rolls of many types were lifted from them to aid in refurbishing worn plates. The
die history card for full face $20 BEP 2681 lists the following component rolls that were made from it: top,
bottom, ends, and borders.

Usually the vignettes were the first devices to exhibit wear, so stand alone vignette rolls with coun-
ters were routinely used to reentering them. Occasionally a different Battle of Lexington vignette was reen-
tered over the original. Two variations on this theme have been observed: variety 2 over 1, and variety 1
over 2. All are associated with reentries resulting from wear, or from reentries accompanying alterations,
such as conversions of Original Series into Series of 1875 plates, or conversions of territorial to state plates.
All the mismatched reentries occurred at the BEP.

Variety 2 Over 1
The vignettes on worn Original Series plates were reentered as the plates were altered into Series

of 1875 plates at the BEP. Bureau personnel were using a variety 2 Lexington vignette roll then, so they
overlaid the weak 75 over the no 75 vignettes that were on the plates.

One great example of this involved the Series of 1875 20-20-50-100 plate for The First National
Bank of Philadelphia (#1). It was altered from an Original to 1875 plate in the 1876-7 period, so Allison-
Wyman treasury signatures were added to it. The $20 vignettes were reentered at the same time because
they were worn. The original Lexington vignettes were variety 1 whereas the new were variety 2.

What makes the Philadelphia case all the more spectacular is that the branches surrounding the
20 came out poorly on both $20 subjects. Rather than reenter the vignettes again, an engraver scribed in
a new branch to the left of the 2, and new leaves to the right of the 0 on both subjects. As shown on Figure
6, each of the retouched engravings are very different from the other, and different from those on the orig-
inal engraving! The quality of the leaves in the touch up job left a great deal to be desired. Similar doctor-
ing of vignettes to rectify incomplete transfers has been observed on other plates, both new and reentered.

There also are cases where variety 2 vignettes were reentered onto previously converted Series of



Figure 6. Touched up leaves on the reentered $20 vignettes

on the Series of 1875 20-20-50-100 plate for The First

National Bank of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (41). A posi-

tion note to the left, B to the right. Worn variety 1

vignettes were replaced by variety 2s when the plate was

altered from an Original Series to Series of 1875, but the

transfers didn't come out well. An engraver hastily touched

them up. Compare the differences in the leaves both to the

right and lower left of the zero, and note their sketchy char-

acter.
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1875 plates which still carried their original variety 1
vignettes. An example is the 10-10-10-20 plate for The
National Bank of Commerce of Providence, Rhode Island
(#1366), which was reentered in November, 1880.

Variety 1 Over 2
Other cases of changed vignettes involve a few 10-

10-10-20 Series of 1875 and 1882 territorial plates that
were altered into state plates following the 1889-1890
rash of admissions. A Series of 1875 example is illustrat-
ed on Figure 7 from The Stockgrowers National Bank of
Cheyenne, Wyoming Territory (#2652), first certified April
17, 1882, with variety 2 vignettes. A variety 1 vignette
was reentered over the worn variety 2 when the plate was
altered into a state plate in January 1893. Previously,
probably in 1887, the American Bank Note Company
imprint in the lower border had been replaced by the
Bureau imprint, and the "printed at ..." statement had
been removed.

Virtually identical variety 1 over 2 reentries on
Series of 1882 territory to state conversions involved 10-

10-10-20 plates for The First
National Banks of Olympia (#3024)
and Port Townsend (#2948),
Washington. Both plates started
out with variety 2 vignettes because
they were made prior to 1884.

Reentry of variety 1 over
worn variety 2 vignettes also
occurred during routine reentry of
other plates. Such reentries
involved both Series of 1875 and
1882 plates.

$10 1882 Border Varieties
There are two $10 Series of

1882 border varieties. An infre-
quently used arrangement for the
counters in the top left border
reads: 10-TEN-charter number-l0-
TEN-10, whereas the more common
variety is: 10-TEN-10-charter
number-TEN-10. See Figure 8.

The scarcer began to appear

This Cheyenne territorial plate was made in 1882 with a variety 2 vignette 	 at the beginning of September

(light 75). When altered into a state plate in 1893, a variety 1 vignette (no 75) was reen- 	 1885 , and was used heavily after it

tered over the original. first appeared. Plates using it come
with either American Bank Note
Company or Bureau imprints in the

bottom border.

Figure 8. Comparison between the arrangement

of counters and the charter number on various

$10 Series of 1882 notes. The upper variety was

used intermittently from 1885 to 1893, and is the

scarcer.

Figure 7.
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Figure 9. Proof from a highly unusual replacement plate made in 1902 for The
Merchants National Bank of Boston from the new full face dies that contained hid-
den stars. The oddity is that the American Bank Note Company imprint was
replaced by that of Bureau, Engraving and Printing, and the "Printed at" statement
was added, to make it appear like the A-B-C-A plate made in 1884. Even the quaint
charter numbers in the borders were reproduced in the old style. Notice, however,
that it has a variety 3 Lexington vignette, and a hidden star.
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The scarcer arrangement represents a top left border roll on which the space for the charter number
was placed in the odd position. The variety was gradually phased out of service, and ceased to appear after
mid-August 1893. The variety probably
affected only one roll, and it wore out.

Imprint Oddities
A peculiar variety made from full

face BEP dies 2681 and 2988 involves
some replacement 10-10-10-20 plates
which ended up with American Bank
Note Company imprints in the lower
border. Figure 9 is a Boston example.
A Philadelphia case will illustrate what
happened.

The Series of 1882 10-10-10-20 A-
B-C-A plate for The Farmers and
Mechanics National Bank of'
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (#538), was
made in 1884. The subjects had
American Bank Note Company
imprints in the lower borders because,
at that the time, Bureau personnel were
not replacing them with the Bureau
imprint. The subjects also carried the
finely lettered "Printed at the Bureau,
Engraving and Printing, U. S. Treasury
Dept." inside the borders.

The D-E-F-B replacement, certi-
fied August 4, 1904, was made from full
face BEP $10 and $20 dies 2681 and
2988; however, great care was taken to
replicate the appearance of the A-B-C-A
plate. Once the full faces were laid in,
the transfer press operator used a roll
containing the American Bank Note
Company imprint to override and oblit-
erate the Bureau imprints. He also
retrieved a roll containing the "printed
at" statement, and added it to its old
positions. He even used the old style
charter numbers with heavy lined back-
ground in the borders.

The order to make a replace-
ment was taken to mean make a dupli-
cate! Usually replacement plates sport-
ed the Bureau imprint and other layout
innovations such as modern looking
charter numbers. The D-E-F-B plate
had hidden stars, whereas A-B-C-A did-
n't.

Figure 10. The 1985 IPMC souvenir card (bottom) was modeled after the certified
proof made in 1883 (top). The plate used to make the card was reproduced from
full face BEP die 2988 which was completed in 1900; however, the original plate
was made piecemeal. Notice that the proof does not have a hidden star (left
enlargement), whereas the souvenir card does (right enlargement).

1985 IPMC Souvenir Card
The story behind the production

of the 1985 souvenir card for the
International Paper Money Convention,
Cherry Hill, New Jersey, is similar to
the Philadelphia (#538) case. As shown
on Figure 10, the card featured a mock
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Figure 11. The first Series of 1875 10-10-10-20 plate made entirely at the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing was for Keene, New Hampshire (#2299). Notice that the $20 has a variety 2 Battle of Lexington
vignette (light 75), its first use on a plate. Notice also the distinctive blocky style script used for the
postal location and plate date. Such lettering was used on the first few Series of 1875 10-10-10-20 plates
either prepared by or finished at the Bureau, specifically charters nos. 2280, 2290, 2294, 2295, 2297,
2298, 2299 and 2301.
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up of a $10 Series of 1882 note from The Farmers National Bank of West Chester, Pennsylvania (#2857).
Bureau personnel obtained a high resolution photograph of the A-position $10 from the 10-10-10-20 certi-
fied proof in the Smithsonian collection to use as a model. That proof had been prepared in 1883, and the
$10s on it were made piecemeal.

Bureau personnel used their full face $10 die 2988, with Bureau imprint, as their starting point to
make the souvenir card. From it, they made a one-subject nickel plate using the modern electrolytic dupli-
cation process. Using old rolls, they next rolled the American Bank Note Company imprint over the Bureau
imprint to match the proof, and added the "printed at" statement.

This plate had everything except the bank title block, treasury signatures and plate letters. The
dies and rolls containing those elements had been destroyed long ago. Consequently, they used the photo-
graph of the proof to make a photolithograph plate containing the missing elements.

The cards were printed using the intaglio plate for the common elements. The bank specific items
were overprinted in black from the lithographic plate, and the brown seal, charter number and series date
were overprinted from a second lithographic plate containing the brown devices.

It is easy to distinguish between the parts of the souvenir card that were printed from the intaglio
plate, and those overprinted from the lithographic plates. The intaglio engravings feel rough to the touch,
the lithographed elements smooth.

Everything was fine except for one minor detail. Use of BEP 2988 yielded a hidden star on the sou-
venir card, a feature that was not available on $10 Series of 1882 notes until 17 years after the A-B-C-A
plate for the West Chester bank had been made! Even the BEP personnel couldn't perfectly counterfeit their
own product!

First Series of 1875 10-10-10-20 Plates
The first requisition for a Series of 1875 10-10-10-20 plate made entirely at the Bureau of Engraving and

Printing was logged into the Bureau plate ledger June 18, 1875. The plate probably was not made until September. It
was for The Citizens National Bank of Keene, New Hampshire (#2299), and bore a plate date of September 25, 1875.
See Figure 11. As expected, the $20 has a variety 2 Lexington vignette.

The expectation is that successive Bureau 10-10-10-20 plates should also have variety 2 vignettes. The requisition
for Bedford. Iowa
(#2298) came along next
on June 20; Pennsburg,
Pennsylvania (#2301)
June 23; Ashland.
Pennsylvania (#2280)
June 25; Granville, New
York (#2294) August 30;
St. Johnsbury, Vermont
(#2295) September 2;
etc.

The pattern of hav-
ing variety 2 Lexington
vignettes was followed
on all but the Bedford,
Iowa, and Granville.
New York, plates. These
two carried variety 1
vignettes. Their pres-
ence reveals that BEP
personnel simply com-
pleted plates which
already had been begun
as variety 1 Original
Series plates at the
American Bank Note

Company before the order to transfer the work to the Bureau was received. The plate dates on the two plates are
September 25, 1875, for Bedford, Iowa, and September 15, 1875, for Granville, New York. See Figure 12.

Discussion
Three varieties exist for the Battle of Lexington vignette on $20 Origina1,1875 and 1882 series notes. The primary

diagnostic feature is the presence or absence of the numeral 75 above the right foot of the wounded man, and if it is
present, the boldness of the image. Variety 3 has a bold 75, and always is coupled with a hidden star in the upper right
border of the note.
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Figure 12. Proof from one of two Series of 1875 hybrid 10-10-10-20 plates begun at the American Bank
Note Company as an Original Series, turned over incomplete to the Bureau of Engraving and Printing and
finished as a Series of 1875. The variety 1 Lexington vignette was laid at the American Bank Note
Company. Notice that the block style lettering used for the postal location and plate date which were

added at the Bureau.
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Both hidden stars
and variety 3 vignettes
owe their origin to a pair
of full face $10 and $20
Series of 1882 master
dies completed in 1900.
Plates made from these
dies first appeared in
mid-April 1900. Hidden
stars were engraved in
the borders of both dies
to distinguish the plates
made from them, and
variety 3 vignettes were
used exclusively on the
$20. The stars signified
replacement dies in
keeping with the use of
stars for replaced items
by the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing!

There is a human
dimension to this tale, a
search for discovery. Someone first showed the hidden stars to me in the 1960s. I wondered what they signified. just
like every other avid researcher interested in engraving varieties. None of us found clues from the correspondence
between the Director of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, Secretary of the Treasury, and Comptroller of the
Currency, or identified threads in any of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing records available to us.

The same curiosity burned at Doug Walcutt who dogged the issue for years, but with increased fervor after he
finished his articles on $5 Series of 1882 brown backs, and was poised to look seriously at the higher denominations.
Doug recognized the difference between variety 1 and 3 Battle of Lexington vignettes on the basis of the diagnostic 75,
but couldn't make that information work for him.

Some months before he died in January 2001, after looking at hundreds of certified proofs for New York state,
he pinpointed the first use of variety 3 to April 16, 1900. He also observed that the last use of the scarce $10 upper left
border variety was during August 1893. He enthusiastically passed these insights along to me, with the hope that there
were some records in the National Archives that I might know of that could help.

The break came a year after he died during a January visit to Washington, DC. It seemed time to reexamine the
BEP die ledgers in the National Archives. They never seemed to help before, but why not take another look. The first
ledger that I pulled at random from the shelf opened through sheer serendipity to the only page that mattered, one list-
ing dies received for national currency faces by the Bureau plate vault division. The entries for full face master $10
and $20 dies 2988 and 2681 with their April 1900 completion dates screamed for attention! I always wondered if Doug
was there to cause that ledger to open to the serendipitous page.

With die numbers to work with, and with dates that seemed to correlate somewhat with the appearance of the
varieties, the door began to unlock.

I contacted Erik Woodard, a contract worker in the Bureau of Engraving and Printing Historical Resource Center,
during a later trip to Washington, to determine if the Bureau had any information on the dies. In quick order Erik
found proofs from some of the dies, and the die history cards. He provided photocopies, and the story you just read
slowly began to unfold.
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